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Cover Photo - Photo of the Month
Photo taken by Herk Schmidt - a new member - during the March Field trip at the Asheville
Grove Arcade - Light. Cover. Please see page 38 for other photos submitted
Herk’s website with some of his other photos is https://photographybyherk.myportfolio.com/
His photos are stunning so be sure to check them out!
Newsletter editor: Bonnie Mangold - submissions to CCOHnews@gmail.com
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE by KEN WEAVER
I would like to encourage all Members to participate in the April PhotoCritique
theme of Balance/Symmetry.
The Steering Committee has modified the Submission Guidelines for entry so
please check the website to make sure that you have labeled the image properly
(including ranking of importance), that you have sized it properly, and that you have
gotten it to the Coordinator, Peter Jones, in a timely basis. Photos that don’t meet
the guidelines will not be accepted. Because the Coordinator has to assemble a
slideshow, which is a great amount of work, all submissions must be in by 23:59
hrs, Saturday, April 21. Depending on the numbers of submissions, the Coordinator
will include images ranked 01 and 02 and may omit images ranked 03 due to the
sheer number of submissions.
If you don’t have images depicting the Assigned Subject Balance/Symmetry, then
submit your selected image under Open. We all learn from seeing what other
Members are capturing with their lenses. The Critiquer will be Don McGowan
whose February Presentation dealt with our Theme for April.

2018 Monthly Meeting
Themes For Photo Submissions

2018 Monthly Meeting Topics
and Presenter

Gimme Your Best Shot

May - Wildlife in National Parks by Dee
Langevin

May - Pathways

Themes for website submission

April - Balance and Symmetry - Photo
Critique by Don McGowan
June - Print Competition - Judges John
Smith, Jeff Miller, Suzanne Ball (TBC)

June - Numbers

July - Perspective - Photo Critique by
Susanna Euston

August - Image Design by Jennifer King

October - Contrast - Photo Critique by
John Smith

September - Sharing Creative Visions
(New!) - presentations by members

December - Christmas Party

November - Light Room Post Processing
Made Easy by Les Saucier

April 2018

August - Architecture
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September - Shape or Form
November - Blue
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General Announcements
In order to fill our program schedule each year, I depend
on a list of local area photographers that we have
developed over the years. Unfortunately, there has been
some attrition due to their moving out of the area, going out
of business, retirement, and even death in one instance
last year. In order to replenish the pool I am appealing to
fellow members to be my eyes and ears and notify me of
any photographer that you would recommend as a
potential speaker or critiquer. Thank you. bob coffey,
828-595-5000 or Bobcoffey@aol.com.

RUTHIE ROSAUER - BOLD LIFE
Ruthie Rosauer was featured in the March Issue of Bold Life
The article is about her love for trees and her new book “These
Trees.”
The portrait below of Ruthie was taken by Matt Rose and is from
the Bold Life Magazine.

Special Interest Print Group: Please contact Werner
Bonitz if you are interested in joining this group
bonitzw@gmail.com
If you want to learn more about printing or are thinking
about starting to print your own images please contact
Werner. This group will meet informally as is convenient
for the members to talk about our prints and exchange
information via e-mail about printing.

Volunteers Needed: Please contact Ken Weaver if you
are interested in either position - links to job descriptions
Workshop Coordinator
Exhibition Coordinator
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Congratulations VALERIE KLEVAN!
Her photo “Unfolding Beauty” (right) was selected for
one of the 2018 Hendersonville Banners.
Valerie: “Born and raised in Scotland, a Gypsy by
heart, my passion for photography has only been
further ignited by living and traveling throughout the
world.
North Carolina, my base for the past fourteen years is
responsible, however, for my connecting with an
amazing group of like minded individuals ……. the
Camera Club of Hendersonville. It is thanks to the
Club that, amongst other opportunities, I became
aware of Artscape. The rest is history. Can’t believe
one of my photos will be a banner fluttering downtown
for the season!!”
See the dates/times/locations for the celebrations
below: Valerie will be at the Woodlands. Come and
see her print.
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Previous Meeting - Before and After - See the website for all 6 before photos and the after’s!
After by Gary Lightner (Before photo by Rob McKelvy)

After by Dennis Stefani (Before photo by Sandy Jones)

After by Bonnie Mangold (Before photo by Greg Lambert)
After by Warren Bedell (Before photo by Rob McKelvy)

April 2018
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Upcoming April Meeting - DON MCGOWAN - Balance and Symmetry - CRITIQUE

Please send your photos (taken at any time) to Peter
Jones for critique. Please label them as noted in the
submission guidelines. Photos Due Saturday, April 21st

Don McGowan will critique photos based
on achieving balance and symmetry.
Balance is a composition technique for
placement of image elements in positions
that off set one another. For example,
rather than leaving a negative space up in
one corner, maneuver your camera to
include something (say a tree branch) that
offsets or balances an object in the lower
opposite corner.

April 2018

Symmetry -- The guideline (not rule) says
to offset subjects such that they are not
dead center, because it is considered too
static (boring). However, sometimes the
subject lends itself to taking center stage,
especially if it is a mirror image
symmetrical element. Just make certain
that it is dead center and perfectly
matched on each side.
See photo at right by Bob Coffey
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Upcoming Field Trip(s): Gibbs Gardens and Tallulah Gorge State Park in Georgia
See the website page for a description here

RSVP: please reply on the CCOH exchange. This will give
everyone attending notice of who will be going. This way if you
need a ride you can pre-plan who you will be riding with and help
us move along in the mornings of the meetup. See you there!

April 2018
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Upcoming Field Trip(s): Tryon International Equestrian Center / Lake Lure - April 26th
See the Web page for Details: Field Trip

(photos from the internet)

Larkins on the Lake and
Tryon International Equestrian Center

April 2018
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Lake Lure Flower Bridge
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The Learning Corner - GINNY BEDELL, Education Director
New Library Resources
Thanks to Marge Pearson’s generosity, CCoH’s library has recently expanded. We now have three new
additions. Let’s take a brief look at these resources.

Waterfall Photography with Kevin Adams (DVD)
Enjoy photographing waterfalls and cascades? Then this 2 hour (recording
time) DVD is just for you. Kevin escorts you into the field and shows you
his personal photographic approach to 8 different waterfalls. In addition to
the field experience, he demonstrates some of his helpful processing
techniques. A special “slide” show comprised of 40 waterfall images is
included which explains his photographic approach.

Blue Ridge Parkway Vistas: A Comprehensive Identification Guide to What You
See from the Many Overlooks (2014) By Tim Barnwell
The nearby Blue Ridge Parkway is a favorite WNC destination for lots of CCoH
members! Many of us often wonder what mountain peaks we are seeing as we
photograph from one of the many beautiful nearby overlooks along the BRP. And, often
we are curious about the height and distances of near and far away peaks.
In this unique guidebook you will find answers to those questions and much more.
Additionally, it touches upon the history, geography, natural attractions, geology, and
communities traversed by its 469 mile track and 40 plus overlooks located in North
Carolina and Virginia.
A personal copy of this book is always with me when driving the BRP!

April 2018
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The Learning Corner - GINNY BEDELL, Education Director - Continued

Photographing National Parks (2015)
by Chris Nicholson

From sea to shining sea, our system of national parks preserves some of the USA’s most
unique wilderness areas. These parks are a gift to nature photographers everywhere. This
book delves into what the parks offer to the photographer and how to best research and
prepare for a trip to explore the artistic opportunities within.
You will learn how to travel safely and photograph in the various environments found in the
park system, including desert, alpine, forest and coastline. In addition, you’ll discover where to
find valuable information about iconic and secret photo locations, how to stay powered up in
the outdoors and ideas for ancillary gear that will make a photo project more efficient and
productive.

Send me an email at education.ccoh@gmail.com if you’d like to checkout one of these gems. I will have it ready for you at a future
meeting.

April 2018
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Inspirational Photographer - Joyce Tenneson http://www.tenneson.com/
Thanks to April Johnson for providing this photographer.
Joyce Tenneson (born in Weston, Massachusetts on May 29, 1945) is an
American fine art photographer known for her distinctive style of photography,
which often involves nude or semi-nude women. Tenneson earned her master's
degree in photography from George Washington University after starting as a
model for Polaroid. She left her job as a photography professor at 39, and moved
from Washington to New York.[1] Tenneson shoots primarily with the Polaroid
20x24 camera. In an interview with a photography magazine, Tenneson advised
artists: "I very strongly believe that if you go back to your roots, if you mine that
inner territory, you can bring out something that is indelibly you and authentic - like
your thumbprint. It's going to have your style because there is no one like you.".
See more of her bio here
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Bird Photography in Florida ………………………………………………RICH DESIMONE
For several years I confined my bird photography to locations
close to home - at my feeders, Osceola Lake and Highland Lake
in Hendersonville and Flat Rock. I was getting great pictures.
Why change? After all, my CCoH logon is 'Lazy Photographer'!
Then, on a short winter trip to Florida 4 years ago, I visited the
Alligator Farm and Zoo in St. Augustine. What an eye opener!
Birds all over! Big Birds! and close enough to get some great
photographs, even for a novice. Thus began my annual winter
trips to Florida - I would be remiss in not confessing that escaping
winter weather is a factor - lasting up to a month, living in a trailer
at an RV park. With all the other things to do, I still keep my focus
on birding. Be aware however, that I am still a lazy sort - no predawn outings for me.
This article will provide some guidance on what to see and when
and where to see it, and what to expect. So if you are interested
in broadening your photographic skills in nature or bird
photography, read on. I will be happy to provide further details to
anyone interested.
Below: Sandhill Cranes at Viera Wetlands

Aside from the natural environments such as
National Wildlife Refuges and beaches, there are
great opportunities at places like zoos and wildlife
sanctuaries, especially on not-so-nice days.
Equipment
Bird photography is not easy; the critters tend not to stay still and
capturing birds in flight is one of the most difficult of photographic
challenges. I won't recommend any suitable cameras, although I
am committed to my DSLR. More important is the lens. Zoom
lenses are standard equipment. I use a 70-300 mm on my fullframe camera as my standard lens. A 200-500 mm zoom is great
and on a DX camera extends your reach to 750 mm, which is
necessary in some locations. But it's heavy.
A tripod and/or monopod is optional. Great if you can use one,
but most of the time I shoot hand held since I have to react quickly
and move the camera substantially. If you find a bird trying to
swallow a huge fish, a tripod or monopod will help since this
usually takes a while. A polarizing filter is sometimes useful; I use
one for waterfalls, but in a fluid (no pun intended) environment
where I and my subject are usually in motion, It's a complicating
factor I don't need. Besides, bright reflections sometimes can add
a lot to images.
Clothing should be considered. Wear good shoes (waterproof if
necessary), keep a windbreaker in your car, and don't forget the
sunscreen and insect repellent, although biting insects are
uncommon near the coast. A water bottle and snacks help on an
extended outing. At many venues, you're on a defined path and
there is only one way out, so you may be there longer than you
had planned.

April 2018
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Bird Photography in Florida continued………………………………………………RICH DESIMONE
Below: Spoonbill at Orlando Wetlands Park

Suggested Places to Visit
I have been to the following venues in the past 4 winters/early
spring. Be aware that northern and central Florida are much
cooler than southern Florida, so nesting times and general activity
vary quite a bit. These places have web sites with lots of
information. I will only make some specific comments, moving
North to South.
St. Augustine Alligator Farm and Zoo - a small rookery on site is
just packed with birds. Nesting season is March - June. You will
get close to egrets, herons, spoonbills, etc. at various stages of
nest-building, mating, nesting and bringing up baby(s). My 70-300
mm lens works great here. There is a boardwalk, and it can get
busy at times with many photographers looking at the same birds.
Avocets at Merritt Island

explored. This is a
HUGE facility where
you can see a wide
variety of wading and
shorebirds. But things
change day-to-day,
and month to month.
The longest lens you
have will be useful
here, since birds can
be quite a distance
away, although many
are pretty close.
The beaches near the
port are easy to
access, and because
fishing boats dock
there, there are always
scavenging birds.
Orlando Wetlands Park
(OWP) - about 10 miles west of I-95 at the Titusville exit on the
way to Orlando in the town of Christmas. A large wetland created
to contain effluent from sewage treatment plants (no odor), and
you will see a large variety of birds here although, except for
coots, not in high density. I've gotten some of my best
photographs here. This is a walking venue. Tram rides available.
Again, your longest lens is helpful.

Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge and Port Canaveral
Beaches - at Merritt Island there is a visitor's center where you can
get a day pass free if you have a Federal Recreation Lands Pass.
Otherwise, the Blackpoint Wildlife Drive costs $10 on the honor
system, paid at the entrance. There are other trails I have not yet
April 2018
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Viera Wetlands - similar to the OWP, but on a smaller scale and
you can drive through or walk. Located in the town of Viera, just
west of Melbourne. Tends to be packed with more birds than
OWP. Best for afternoon visits due to lighting and configuration of
the road.
14

Bird Photography in Florida continued………………………………………………RICH DESIMONE
Brevard County Zoo - located in Melbourne, just East off I-95.
Florida zoos tend to have a multitude of tropical birds, often with
good photographing conditions.
Fishing Piers - I stayed in Juno Beach at the north end of Palm
Beach county for my extended visits. Any town with a fishing pier
will have good opportunities for photographing gulls, terns and
thieving pelicans, fish crows and grackles.
Busch Wildlife Sanctuary - located in Jupiter. A rehabilitation
center in town, just past Wal-Mart. Residents are in fenced
enclosures, but if you're agile enough you can get up close to the
fences and shoot
through them.
Good spot for a
short visit; a wide
variety of wildlife.
Arthur R. Marshall
Loxahatchee
National Wildlife
Refuge - at the far
northeast corner of
the Everglades, in
Diving Osprey at Juno Beach Fishing Pier
NW Palm Beach
County. Another huge facility with many options for activities. Not
great for walking, but a guided tram ride is available. Boat rides
will get you deeper into the swamp.

busy nesting site with
birds flying all around
you at the right time of
year. Nesting begins
in January. Both sites
have boardwalks with
routes of 1/2 to 3
miles in length. Great
spots to begin your
Florida birding
education.

Below: Pelican Landing at Viera

Butterfly World located in Coconut Creek, just north of Fort Lauderdale. Lots of
tropical birds, flowers and birds in several aviaries. A zoo-like
environment. Best to go on a weekday when it is not windy.
These are just a few of the interesting places I have been. The
west coast of Florida is similarly a prime birding area with places
like Sanibel Island and Fort DeSoto State Park. I hope to get to
these sometime.

Palm Beach Zoo - Similar to the zoo in Melbourne. A tropical
environment in the middle of West Palm Beach.
Wakodahatchee and Green Cay Wetlands - both located with
about 2 miles of one another in western Delray and Boynton
Beach. Both adjacent to sewage treatment plants. Green Cay is
larger, with better parking, but fewer birds. Wakodahatchee is a
April 2018
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Left: Snowy Egret
at Viera Wetland
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT
Greg and I went to Venice, Italy, in February during the last week
of the Carnival with an organized photography trip led by Tim
Mannakee https://www.timmannakee.com . There were 8 of us,
some from the UK and the USA.
The models/posers lined themselves up along the waterfront and
the square early in the morning by 6:15 am. It was good that we
stayed in a centrally located hotel within walking distance. The
posers did not expect to be paid. Many designed and made their
unique costumes and masks and came to the Carnival at their
own expense. Some had more than 1 costume for the Carnival
and have returned to the Carnival several times. We took their
contact cards so that we could send them large jpegs of the
photos afterwards as a way of thanking them.
Photographers from all over the world and the general public
came to photograph these posers with cameras and smartphones.
Tripods are a hindrance and not at all practical and you are better
off with flash units only (please see Greg's technical notes).
We usually went back to the hotel for breakfast by 9 am. Later in
the day until before dinner time we'd have organized shoots with
some models - for example at the theatre with a couple of French
posers, at Burano island, and within our beautiful hotel. One day
we were with a group of Italian posers at different locations.
During late afternoon the models would generally congregate at
certain locations such as some of the enclosed and open city
squares.
It was an intense but thoroughly wonderful trip and we felt
privileged to witness this great annual event and hope to repeat
the experience!
Over the next several pages are both of our photographs.
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued

Technical notes by Greg Lambert
Shooting the posers can be challenging at times. Typically the posers
and hordes of photographers assemble in St Marks Square around
6:15 am to take advantage of the early dawn light and the rising sun
until about 8:30 am.
During this time we would initially set our cameras to iso 1600 (3200
on occasion) at F4. Flash is a necessity and the starting point was a
flash exposure compensation (ETTL) of – 1 stop. Without the
fill-in-flash, the eyes of the posers go black and detail is lost into
shadow in their costumes. The trick is to balance the iso, F stop and
flash exposure compensation during the rapidly changing light during
this time. Frequent checks of the histogram showed if highlights were
burning out or shadows were being blocked.
Focus was generally a single point on the poser’s eyes. With all this
mastered the only remaining challenge was to deal with the mass of
other photographers vying for the same shots we were trying to take!
Hard work and an intense two hours but the results were well worth
the effort.
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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Venice Carnival by SUSI LUARD and GREG LAMBERT - Continued
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The Intimate Landscape by SUSANNA EUSTON
Like many, I revered and continue to honor the photography of
Ansel Adams, David Muench and other photographers of the grand
landscape tradition. Their black and white and color scenic
landscape images are an inspiration.
But my favorite photographer of all time is Eliot Porter. As a young
photographer myself, I was captivated by the beauty of his lovely
landscapes, which homed in on the intricacies of nature. To this
day, I continue to enjoy and be inspired by the images in his
beautiful books.
Porter began shooting black and white in 1912 at the age of 11,
then became a pioneer in color photography beginning around
1930. Over the years he gradually evolved his visual expression
using both.

April 2018
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The Intimate Landscape by SUSANNA EUSTON - Continued
His work ranged from captivating images of nesting birds to
wide-angle views of the landscape and, finally, to intimate views
of nature that celebrated textures, patterns, colors, value
ranges, abstract qualities and other details of a scene—a much
smaller scene. These images resided somewhere between the
wide-angle scene and the close-up details of a flower and
became known as Intimate Landscapes.
Although color photography was not embraced as a true art
form until the 50s or 60s, he continued working with it—
perfecting it—over the years. He became a master of the dye
transfer print, which made his images “jump off the page,” their
impressiveness could not be denied.
The Sierra Club, on whose Board of Directors both he and
Ansel Adams served, published his first book of color images, In
Wilderness is the Preservation of the World, in 1962. This book
and his work in general were influential in passing the
Wilderness Act in 1964. In 1972, his book Birds of North
America: A Personal Selection was published, again by Sierra
Club, and in 1979 the Metropolitan Museum of Art published his
book, Intimate Landscapes.
For most of my photographic life—before digital—I shot black
and white film. In spite of the influence of Eliot Porter, as I
continued on my photographic journey I did not switch over to
color photography since black and white was my first love. But I
did evolve my own interpretations of the Intimate Landscape. I
loved the detail and value ranges that emerged in black and
white. I still do.
When the digital revolution emerged, it was a “no brainer” for
me to switch over to the new technology, even though it took
digital quite a while to catch up to (and surpass?) film quality.
But, an allergy to darkroom chemicals made it a timely
transition.
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The Intimate Landscape by SUSANNA EUSTON - Continued
Initially, it presented the challenge of switching my photo mind
from black and white to color, but I did and have for some time
now captured images with both in mind. While color sometimes
provides the best expression of a scene, other times black and
white is preferred. Or infrared. But, as a friend says, I “live in the
Intimate Landscape,” regardless of technique. That’s where I’m
comfortable. Capturing wide-angle scenes has never been my
forté.

April 2018
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Because of my love of Eliot Porter’s nuanced images, I’m pleased
to present my upcoming workshop, “Photographing the Intimate
Landscape: An Intensive In Vision and Craft,” which will explore
this beautiful genre.
We'll study Porter's and others' works that exemplify this very
personal, more focused way of seeing. We'll delve into what goes
into the making of an Intimate Landscape image—story, vision,
composition (which is critical), lenses, filters, light and light
control, and camera settings for optimum exposures. And we’ll get
outside to explore and capture the landscape in our own
interpretations of the Intimate Landscape.
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The Intimate Landscape by SUSANNA EUSTON - Continued

Join me (April 27-28-29) to learn and to express your vision with
this beautiful genre! For more information go to
http://www.susannaeustonphotography.com/artistry-workshops

For more information on Eliot Porter:
http://www.cartermuseum.org/collections/porter/about.php for a
biography
http://sam.nmartmuseum.org/view/objects/asimages/People%2400
40626?t:state:flow=cc39c0ce-8561-4e7b-ba0d-6e1c346c91f0 for
examples of his photography

April 2018
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Photoshop Tips and Tricks - HERK SCHMIDT (For Windows computers - Mac’s substitute CMD for Ctrl)
1. Alt-Click line between smart filter and layer below to apply
filter to layer below only.
2. Hold “H” and Click and hold left mouse button to reposition
box on zoom-in.
3. Use the Shift key and left square bracket “[“ to soften your
brush hardness and the Shift key and the right square
bracket “]” to harden the brush.
4. Use Alt key and right square bracket to select layer below
current layer, and Alt left square bracket key to select layer
above current layer.
5. Create a new black and white adjustment layer. Set blending
mode to Luminosity. Use color sliders to adjust luminosity of
colors.
6. You can use a layer mask filled with black, and your brush
tool set to white to brush in effect if desired.
7. To create a selection on a transparent layer, make your
selection, hold Shift-Ctrl-C to copy from the layer below, then
Ctrl-V to paste on the transparent layer.
8. Here are some important shortcuts to use when working with
layer masks:
a. Press X to swap the Foreground and Background
color (this is incredibly useful so you can switch
between painting with black and white).
b. Press the Left Bracket key “[“to reduce your brush
size, and the Right Bracket key “]” to increase the
brush size.
c. Press the first number of the Opacity you want to use
for your brush (e.g., 2 for 20%, 4 for 40%, etc.). Press
0 to put the Opacity of the brush back to 100%. You
can also use these keyboard shortcuts for layer
Opacity, but you have to have the Move tool selected
first.
d. Shift-click on the layer mask thumbnail in the Layers
panel to hide the effect of the mask; Shift-click again
to show the effect of the mask.
e. To switch the brush to the Overlay blend mode using
only the keyboard, press Shift-Alt-O. To set the brush
back to Normal blend mode, press Shift-Alt-N. Note
April 2018
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that other brush blend modes are: Shift-Alt-K for
Darken, Shift-Alt-G for Lighten, Shift-Alt-C for Color,
Shift-Alt-U for Hue, Shift-Alt-M for Multiply, Shift-Alt-S
for Screen, and Shift-Alt-F for Soft Light. You can also
use these keyboard shortcuts for Layer Blend Modes,
but you have to have the Move tool selected first.
9. Hold down the Alt key as you click the Add Layer Mask icon
(circle in a square) at the bottom of your Layers panel to
immediately add a black-filled mask to a layer. A black mask
will hide everything on that layer.
10. When using an Adjustment Layer to adjust Levels change the
layer blend mode from Normal to Luminosity. This will
eliminate color saturation changes when you make
adjustments.
11. Turn white or black into color—When working in
Hue/Saturation (Layer>New Adjustment
Layer>Hue/Saturation), it’s nice to be able to shift colors to
whatever you like. Have you noticed, however, that you can’t
add color to pure white or black, no matter how high you turn
up the Saturation in the Properties panel? Even if you click on
Colorize, those areas won’t take color. You may have noticed
a Lightness slider in there. That’s not there to lighten or
darken images; I mean, you can, but it looks bad. The reason
that slider is there is to lighten black or darken white. When
you move that magical slider in Colorize mode, suddenly you
can apply color to those areas, which previously seemed
impossible.
12. You can use the Sharpen tool for sharpening without causing
permanent changes to your image. Simply create a
transparent layer above the layer you want to sharpen. Then
check the box to “Sample All Layers” for the Sharpen tool.
Now you can adjust the applied opacity or erase the
sharpening with the Eraser tool. Similar to the previous tip,
you can do the same with the Spot Healing Brush. If you
eliminated something and you want to put it back in you just
use the Eraser tool on the transparent layer.
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Other Photos Submitted for Cover Photo

Right: Capuchin Alpha Male by Ken Weaver
Below: Old House in Fletcher by Gary Lightner
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Other Photos Submitted for Cover Photo - Continued
Below: Venice at night by Susi Luard
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops

Still Life Exhibition opens April
4/13/2018 - SE Center for
Photography in Greenville SC

Call for Submissions:

Mountainlens Workshops

Seasons: Exhibition opens 5/11
Home Aline Smithson, Juror SE Center for Photography
Home, domicile, a dwelling-place. We're looking for notions of
home reinterpreted by the artist...a defining image that speaks to
the idea of home, whether a memory, a marker, or a revelation.
Color or BW, analog, digital or antique processes, photographers
of all skill levels and locations are welcome.
Submissions Now Open; Submissions Close 4/8/18 Exhibition
Opens 6/1/18

Photographing the Intimate Landscape by Susanna Euston April 27-29
Mindfulness and Photographic Seeing: Don McGowan &
Bonnie Cooper May 3-6
Texture Workshop: Donna Eaton May 17-20 OR Oct 11-14
The Art of Abstract Photography: An Intensive in Creating Unique
Images In-Camera Susanna Euston - June 1-3
Beyond the Visible: An Intensive in Infrared Landscape
Photography Susanna Euston - July 13-15

Still Life Exhibition opens April 4/13/2018 - SE Center for
Photography in Greenville SC

April 2018
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Creative Composition: Designing Your Image Susanna Euston
- August 24-26
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops - continued
Special Price for Expert Advice on Photography Offered by Don McGowan to Benefit ABA
If you are interested in perfecting your photography
skills, here's a great opportunity---and one that will
benefit The Appalachian Barn Alliance. Asheville
photographer Don McGowan will conduct another
one of his popular photo workshops exclusively to
benefit the Barn Alliance. Photographers come from
all over the US for Don’s professional workshops and
are highly regarded by many professional and
experienced amateur photographers.
(http://earthsongphotography.com)
The workshop will take place in the Mars Hill area on
the weekend of April 27 - 29. It will begin on Friday
evening with an introductory session. On Saturday,
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the group will leave at 8 am to photograph barns throughout Madison County
accompanied by barn researcher Taylor Barnhill who will provide a history
of each of the barns. Don McGowan will offer the photographers individual
coaching and professional tips about how to get the best shot in outdoor
surroundings. On Sunday afternoon, the weekend will conclude with a critique
of participants’ images.
All proceeds will go to the Appalachian Barn Alliance. Thanks to a grant from
the Reynolds Foundation and the generosity of earthsongphotography.com,
the Alliance is able to offer the entire weekend workshop for a special fee of
$150 or $125 for current members). However, it is shortened to 3 days from
the normal 4-day schedule. If you have questions, please call to ask. The
workshop is limited to 10 participants so it’s important to register soon. For
information or registration, go to the organization’s website
https://appalachianbarns.org/ or email info@appalachianbarns.org or call
Sandy Stevenson at 828-380-9146.
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Upcoming PSA Workshops
PSA also arranges numerous photo outings
in and around the Conference city. At each
Conference, the Society’s extensive Print
Collection is on exhibit. World-renowned
speakers present timely topics of interest
followed by receptions. Many photography
vendors have displays and demonstrate and
answer questions about their products and
services which help with purchasing
decisions.
The PSA International Conference, one of
the best networking events of the year, is
open to PSA members and non-members. It
is a great way to meet people who share the
same passion, have a personal encounter
with accomplished photographers, improve
skills, learn more about PSA and renew
longtime acquaintances. For many
members, it is their first PSA activity.

The Photographic Society of America's
(PSA) week-long International Annual
Conference offers you the opportunity to
improve your photographic skills by
participating in a myriad of activities. The
conference is an educational and
networking experience held each year in
September or October in a different US
city.
I have attended several conferences over
the last few years- 2014 Albuquerque,
2016 San Antonio, and the 2017
Pittsburgh Conference. During a
April 2018

conference, registrants participate in
classes, workshops, instructional photo
shoots and photo tours. The opening of
the conference is a business meeting
which also recognizes member
achievements with award presentations.
Each of the various PSA divisions hold
their business meeting, open to all
conference attendees, during the
conference. This is an excellent
opportunity to learn how each division
contributes to the society as a whole.
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The psa-photo.org website provides up-todate information about the conference as
the various workshops, classes, tours,
programs and speakers are organized.
Online registration for this year’s Salt Lake
City Conference and the hotel opens around
the beginning of May. The Conference
begins on September 30, 2018 and ends on
October 6, 2018.
Feel free to contact me if you have
questions.
Ken Weaver
kennethweaver@kenzlenz.com
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End Notes and New Member Galleries
Your Input is Requested
The newsletter requests your input. We are
looking for
● Inspirational photographers outside our
area to be profiled in future newsletters

Check our new member Herk
Schmidt’s stunning photos at his
website. Below is from his Outer
Space Gallery.

● Tips or tricks
● Interesting apps for smart phones,
● Before and after post editing shots with
a brief overview of what was done
● Upcoming photography contests or
exhibits
● Favorite Locations near or far
● Favorite Subject matter
● Anything you think would be of interest
to your fellow photographers!
Submit material to CCOHnews@gmail.com
by the 25th of the month to be included in
the following month’s newsletter.
Submission guidelines

Legal Stuff
Contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 2018 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or it’s members except where noted. All image copyrights are held by
the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the
copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided in this newsletter are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed as an endorsement by the
Camera Club of Hendersonville of the content or views of the linked materials. The information contained is for general information purposes only. The
information is provided by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct,
we make no representations or warranties of any kind.
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